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Banks have not lent any pre-existing money, credit, assets or considerations of exchange that belong
to their own institution or institutions since before 1933-34.

• “Credit Banking” - “Bookkeeping entry representing a deposit of funds into an account.”
Barron’s Business Guide Dictionary of Banking Terms   ~ Thomas P. Fitch.

• “Money is anything that has value that banks and people accept as money; money does not
have to have to be issued by the government.”  ~ New York Federal Reserve Bank.

• “Banks create new money by depositing IOUs, promissory notes, offset by bank liabilities
called checking account balances.”  ~ David H. Friedman.

“Modern Money Mechanics” a publication by Anne Marie L. Gonczy, reveals that the bookkeeping
entries of banks prove that they accept all forms of “money” which are considered assets and
therefore deposits.

When a bank, thrift or non-bank fails to “setoff” the “deposit” that has created credit to further
expand the credit which extends the profit of the bank, it defrauds the customer and most certainly
debases the currency - nationally and globally.  Banks actually owe money to any and all customers
who have “deposited funds” because the deposits create more credit for the banks to lend.

The practices of the Federal Reserve System, the Federal Reserve Banks and their member banks, as
well as thrifts and non-banks, are insulated by countless legal arguments:  Federal Deposit Insurance
Act - wherein “deposit” is defined as “cash (money of exchange), is money, and credit or
promissory notes (money of account), becomes money when banks deposit promissory notes with
the intent of treating them like “deposits of cash.”

“Money and Banking” a publication by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, states unequivocally
that when a bank provides a loan to a customer, it is the creation of new money.  The publication
clearly stipulates that the new loan is handled exactly like a “paycheck” and therefore the new loan
becomes a “deposit.”

What they [banks] do when they make loans is to accept promissory notes to exchange for
credits to the borrowers’ transaction accounts.”1

An act of creating money is processed in the capacity of a lending or banking institution, and any
and all newly created credit is considered “money” to be instantly recorded into the general ledger as
a “deposit.”

All “coiners of money” must be brought to a legal forum, regarding their failure of consideration,
unjust enrichments and debasing of the global economy - a “tip of the iceberg.”
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